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The name of the package: com.facebook.lite Version: 220.0.0.12.121 (250445075) File size: 1.5 MB Updated: October 14, 2020 Minimum version for Android: Android 4.0.3 (Ice Cream Sandwich, API 15) MD5: ea188d01337805f32c396910d337ae51 SHA1: 4d9b9779b510f14d888e5c40148d683c31e7f145 Improvements
in reliability and speed. Dark mode is all the rage right now, with apps adding a feature to save you a bit of eye strain. While Android 10 and most of Google's apps have been rocking the black theme for a while, Facebook hasn't taken as bold steps in bringing features to its billion app users. Its main app first showed
signs of dark mode in November, but the feature has yet to reach everyone. On the other hand, many Facebook Lite users already see the dark switch mode as part of what appears to be a wide-ranging rollout. The option has recently appeared for one of our readers and is confirmed by employees in a stable version of
the easy Facebook app, which is designed for regions with poor connectivity. To make it work, click on the burger menu at the top of the bar and scroll until you see a dark mode to switch directly under the Settings option. Turn it over, and the app will switch to a gray user interface that evenly covers all sections of the
application, as opposed to the erratic implementation of the main application test. It looks like Facebook started rolling out the dark mode sometime in January, but that's only now that the feature reaches a wider user base. For some, the switch appeared in the stable version of 181, although the v186 is already on the
Play Store and APK Mirror. Developer: Facebook Price: Free
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